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Repeated nuclear explosions outside the body of a projectile are

considered as providing means to accelerate such objects to velocities

of the order of 106 cffi/sec.A few schematic calculations are pre-

sented, showing the dependence of the mass ratios (“propellant”to the

final mass), accelerations, etc., on the various free parameters

entering in this scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this report to summarize certain considerations

and proposals, some of which originated as long as ten years ago, and to

discuss additional ideas concerning the attempt to attain velocities in

the range of the missiles considered for intercontinentalwarfare and

even more perhaps, for escape from the earthts gravitational field, for

unmanned vehicles.

The methods most frequently proposed for obtaining such vehicles

involve expulsion of material at high velocity from rocket motors.

This ejected material is heated in the rocket itself, either by a chemi-

cal reaction, or, in more recent schemes, by nuclear reactors. (cf.,

e.g.} M~-l~7Q and MMS-M37.) In both cases there is a severe limita-

tion on motor temperature and thus also on the velocity of material

ejected. The well-known exponential rocket formula* then demands im-

practical mass ratios for the attainment of final velocities Vf in the

desired ranges, and multi-stage vehicles become necessary. The advan-

tage of the nuclear rocket of this kind over the chemical type lies

paradoxically not so much in its potentially enormous power source,

which is limited by chamber temperature T to much the same range as

chemical motors, but in its ability to use hydrogen as propellant, with

- Mo/Mf = mass-ratio = exp(Vf/~)~ I = specific impulse.
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. molecular weight ~ lower than the average of chemical reaction pro-

ducts (cf. IA-714, page 8), thus permitting operation at higher specific

m
impulse, which is a function of T .

The scheme proposed in the present report involves the use of a

series of expendable reactors (fission bombs) ejected and detonated at

a considerable distance from the vehicle, which liberate the required

energy in an external “motor” consisting essentially of empty space.

The critical question about such a method concerns its ability to draw

on the real reserves of nuclear power liberated at bomb temperatures

-9

.

---

.

without smashing or melting the vehicle.

General proposals of this sort were first madeby S. Ulam in 19J6,

and some preliminary calculations were made by F. Reines and S. Ulam in

a Los Alamos memorandum dated 1947. More recently, an additional idea

was advanced, which consists in placing between each bomb and the rocket

a “propellant” consisting of water or some plastic, which will be

heated by the bomb, and which will propel the vehicle during its sub-

sequent

will be

In

explosive expansion. Some of the advantages of this proposal

mentioned in the final section.

any such device, one of the principal difficulties is the heat-

ing of the rocket

in which the base

intervals, in the

by the propellant. We seem to encounter a situation

of the rocket will be, periodically, at one second

proximity of a very hot gas for durations of

one millisecond each. Study of the effects of

temperature on various materials will be made,

quently.

such a variable

and reported on

about

wall

aubse-
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The

magnetic

most recent idea is

field shielding the

that the use of a sufficiently powerful

base of the rocket will have the effect

of reflecting the (ionized) atoms of the hot propellant gas before they

reach the rocket, thus avoiding heating of the base and incidentally
..

gaining a factor on momentum transfer. It is hoped that this possi-

bility also may be investigated at

in Part II. However, there appear

study, involving the reaction of a

least schematically and reported on

to be many difficulties in such a

plasma to the magnetic field. Whether

the field strength required is impractically large remains to be seen.

There is, it seems, the possibility of the formation of a powerful

plasma current at the base of the rocket and a pinch effect, which may

mean that the magnetic field becomes compressed

the magnetic pressure considerably increased.

2. KINEMATICS

In order to gain some quantitative insight

such a system, we propose to adopt a particular

to study numerically the effect of variation of

to a smaller volume and

into the elements of

set of assumptions and

parameters. The Eqs.

(l-7) which follow are obviously highly tentative and subject to many

questions here unresolved.

The vehicle 1s considered to be

10 meters, sufficient at any rate to

ploding propellant. Its final mass

saucer-shaped, of diameter about

intercept all or most of the ex-

‘f
is perhaps 12 tons, which must

.
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cover structure, payload, instruments, storage for propellant and bombs,

and, if required, apparatus for maintaining the magnetic field. The

-J

4-

initial mass M. of the vehicle exceeds this by

propellant.

The bombs are ejected at something like one

the mass of bombs and

second intervals from

the base of the rocket and are detonated at a distance of some 50 meters

from the base. Synchronized with this, disk-shaped masses of propellant

are ejected in such a way that the rocket-propellantdistance is about

10 meters at the Instant the exploding bomb hits it. The propellant

is raised to high temperature, and, in expanding, transmits momentum

to the vehicle. The final velocity Vf is attained after N (~50)

such explosions.

We regard now the i-th stage of the process. From the rocket,

traveling at velocity V
i-1

with respect to the earth, are ejected

first the i-th bomb (mass ~) and then the i-th mass of P~oPellant m:

at some small velocity V. relative to the rocket. It is supposed

that, upon detonation, a certain fraction ~ of the mass of the bomb

collides inelasticallywith the e~ected propellant mass. This fraction

could be made, in our case, perhaps as much as l/10,which is consider-

ably more than the factor given by the solid angle. This could probably

be achieved by a suitable distribution of the mass of the tamper sur-

rounding the core of the bomb. In this way, a larger fraction of the
.

mass of the bcmb would hit the propellant, (It is easy to make the
.

distribution of the mass involved in the bomb explosion nonisotropic;

.
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the

the

the

energy distribution is probably essentially isotropic.) If V; iS

average velocity of explosion of the bomb in the sector reaching

propellant, we have

i -1
w UIJv - V. +V;) +n#vi-1 - Vo) = (w% ++ v:,

where V; is the velocity relative to the earth of the center of mass

of the combined system (s~, u#). If we intr~uce a velocitY v; by

means of the relation

i
= vi-l

i
‘P

-Vo+v
P

we obtain

i
‘mB ‘B

= (r~++)v:.

The excess kinetic energy in this transfer is

initially as thermal energy Hi in the propellant

(1)

supposed to appear

Hi=
~2

&Jv:) 2- *W + D$)(vp) ● (2)

It is assumed that about half of this heat Hi reappears in

kinetic energy of expansion of

‘E
relative to its own center

.*

the propellant, with an expansion velocity

3% + +)(vy. (3)

We assume, arbitrarily, that in the expansion of the propellant,

one half of its internal energy becomes converted to kinetic energy of

-8-
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expansion. This fraction depends obviously on the distance d and is,

in our case,higher.

In our schematic

servative value.

We may consider

computation we prefer to adopt this much too con-

that the upper and lowei!halves of the exploding

propellant travel with average velocities

~i+i
P - ‘E’

respectively. NOW Eqs.

and since, in all cases

vi-1
mlJs V;-v;= -

(1), (2), (3) Showthat

i
we considerj #72u~J we have v: >Vp “

vo+vi-
P

v:< vi-l, and the lower half of the

exploding propellant will not reach the rocket.

The momentum conservation equation for the rocket and upper half of

the propellant should read

i i-l =36%3+1+ (+ -
VO+V:+V:)+MV

~u~ + +) (vi-l - (-v. + v: + v:)) + Mi Vi,

or, simplifying,

$u~ +

where Mi is

+ “ 2(-VO+V; +v:) = Mi Ai V,

the present mass of the rocket, and Ai V is the i-th

increment in its velocity relative to the earth. This assumes total

-9-
-~. -—... -—.—
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reflection of the propellant. To allow for side effects and imperfect

reflection, we use the.equation

a~qp+) (+++ d+. (4)

Finally, we assume the time .A.t for the i-th acceleration to be

where d is the distance from

tion is thus

and

the

and

J.

/

2d (V; + V;)

propellant to

(5)

rocket. The I-th accelera-

/

~i = AiVbit. (6)

There are two cases of mathematical simplicity which we outline,

for which we include scme numerical examples. (Tables 1 and 2 for

cases 1 and 2, respectively.)

Case 1. Constant Acceleration

We take as independent parameters:

the

the

the

the

final velocity

final mass of the rocket

number of stages (banbs)

acceleration at each stage (assumed constant)

distance from propellant to rocket

mass of each bmb

fraction bf ~ hitting propellant

show how all other parameters may be expressed in terms of these.
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Thus each change

,

in velocity will be

AiV= Vf/N

over a time interval

A,t = A,~ = vf~.
The propelling velocity v; + v: ~ @i iS thus

‘i /3
= 2d

P
t=2~Nd ~.

We now consider Eq. (4), setting
.*

C=(l-(7)%

*
and mi = ~ + ~, the tutal.ejected i-th mass. Thus (4) becomes

.-

.

where

‘i -C=+o-$q}
92

k=
/ ()

‘f
2AiV Ui = & ~

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

and

‘i+l

M. is the initial mass of the rocket.

Writing the equation (4*) for i + 1 and subtracting shows that

= mip where

(4*)

(11)

P=~. 1+,
(12)

i-1
‘l!hustni=mlf ,i=l,2y .9*9 N. We determine M. and ml as

follows. Substituting ~ mJ = mi(l - Pi)/(1 - p) into (4*) shows that
j=l.

ml(l+k)=kMo+C,

while, by definition,
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N
M. .Mf. z /

‘1
j=l ‘$ = ml(l -PN) (1 -P) = #l+k)(l -pN).

Eliminating M. between these

ml= (kMf

and so

[
M. = ml(l

tvo relation8 yield~

+ C)(l

+k)-

Thus we have trivially the i-th mass:

+ k)
N-1

1/C k.

(13)

(14)

‘i
= mld$ (15)

the mass ratio:

P
MOR. = M. ~, (16)

the total expelled mass:

T=Mo-Mf, (17)

the total banb mass:

%“
the total propellant mass:

%=

and the i-th mass of propellant:

4“

N% (18)

‘-% (19)

‘i - %3” (20)

Now, solving equations (1), (2),

terms of v~, we get
* 41

‘; ‘=%3 &’i-

and (3) for vi and v; In

c (21)

and

i 1 r“’33’% +
‘E=mi-C 2 B“

-12-
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Substitution into

yields

UNCLASSIFIED

.V:+v:=cd (22)

v; = @(mi .cj{.%+j~ } (23)

whence the values of v; and vi~ may now be obtained, using (21) end

(22), respectively.

Thus all parameters are determined in terms of

V=, M4, N,a, d,~, ~. It is interesting to note
,L

is

A

(approximately

/v

D

ml(k + 1) - C
M.RO =

m,(k+l)#-C
A

in general and exactly when C =

(1 + k)N

\2

()where k=+ ~ J which indicates the extreme

mass ratio to a, N, d, end especially to Vf, in

ation caae.

the fundamental set

that the mass ratio

o)

sensitivity of the

the constant acceler-

A rough indication of the energy of the i-th bcmb is given by the
~2

~=~~fv,~ ihcluded inthe tables. The actual yield of each bcmb

is several times greater since we assumed a special shaping of the

tamper to concentrate es much as possible the mass, but no’tthe energy

of the exploding bomb, towards the propellant.

!lhble1 is intended to show how

depend on the initial parameters N,

“problems” is intended as an optimum

the various factors in the problem

a, d and ~. None of the twelve

case. It may be noted that problems

Saiiiil
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. 1 and 2 with Vf = .7 x 106 are included for the sakelJ~Uu&XUIED

with various intercontinentalballistic missiles schemes. It should be

noted that our mass ratios are considerably less than those contemplated

in such cases, while the accelerations are very much more (*1O,OOO gss),

la8ti~ for periods of about 1 millisecond each. One also notes that

the bcmbs are rather “small” (1019 - 1020 ergs).

---

f’
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Case 2. Constant Mass
GNcLhss\F\ED

In this case, which closely corresponds to the usual rocket assump-

tion, we take as independent parameters Mf, N, d, ~, U, and now ~,

‘B (assure* constSnt) instead Of U Snd Vf.

the

and

the

the

and

Thus we have for the mass

total bomb mass:

the total propellant mass:

total mass expelled:

initial rocket mass:

the mass ratio:

expelled at each stage:

m=~+~,

~=N~,

~=N~,

T=~+l$,

Mo=Mf+T,

PM.R. = M. ~.

Since VB is given, we find

Vp=u %3

fromEq. (1) that

Vfl.= + ~),

while Eqs. (2) and (3) show that

and

. . ‘E “+-=”
“

-16-

*

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)
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Hence we again have a constant propelling

cd. Vp+v.
E

The “rocket equation” (k) now becomes

(33)

L=&~+m+J = Mi Ai V,

the left side being a known constant, and M? = MO - im being a known

function of i = 1, .... N. Hence we can compute the i-th increment of

velocity

and the velocity after

In particular the

/
AiV=L Mi

i stages:
i

V$=~AJV.
j=l

final velocity is

‘f
.VH. 9 A V.

*1 J

The time Ai t is given by the constant

Ait = ~d/@

and hence we have the i-th acceleration

In particular}

and

‘i /
= AiV Ait.

* =6(N= (+Ldmax ,2 ‘f”

In analogy with the usual rocket equation,

written

-17-

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

- m) (39)

(40)

our Eq. (34) might be
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or, letting

whence

and
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●✎

()~m.xidv
m i

()

v% + mp
$=L/M=$ ~

-~dM=Mdv

dxv= @dV
M

A;. B-1 ~

M. Vf/@
or —=e 2

‘f

which affords a rough estimate of Vf, namely

‘4c(M.R.).Vf-z

●U

(JNCL!SSIFIED

In Table 2, Problem #’ is intended to be an analogue of Problem #

of Table 1, while Problem #12’ is intended as a companion to Problem #12

of the former table. It may be noted that in order to duplicate the

performance of a given rocket of constant acceleration Q by the second

method, one requires accelerations whose average is ma and which, there-

fore, individually greatly exceed Q in the final stage. It may be that

the method of Case 1, although unorthodox, has advantages in this sense

which might justify the use of bcmbs of variable yield.
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m
TABLE2

(C*8.S. unit.)

Mf X 10-6

N

d X 10-2

~ x 10-6

u

3 x10-6
-6VB x 10

1$ x 10-6

% x 10-6

TX1O -6

M. X 10-6

M.R.

‘P
kB X 1o-18

x 10-6‘E

@ x 10-6

L X 10-M

At X 103

4 v x 10-6

*ANV X10-6

y x 10-6

aN x 10-6

V* x 10-6

(~h M.R.) ~ 10-6

4,

12

30

10.

.5

●1

1.

10.

15

30

45

57

4.75

.476

25

1.51

1.g8

1.041

1.0

.0188

.0868

18.8

86.8

1.12

1.08

L’NCL!SSIFIEB

~t

12

100

10.

.3

.1

3*

10.

30

300

330

342

28.5

.Oggo

15

.700

.799

l.~

2.5

.00357

.loog

1.43

40.4

1.28

1.23

-19-
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3. REMARKS UNCLASSIFIED
1. The mass of each fission bomb is assumed to be of the order of

500kg, including tamper and explosive. Since these bombs are of small

yield and many of them are required, they might be of hydride composi-

tion. Certainly a disadvantage of our scheme @ its wastefulness of

fissionable material.

2. The figure of 12 tons for the final mass of the projectile was

assumed arbitrarily in our computations. Actually increasing this number

with a proportional increase in the mass of the propellant is very ad-

vantageous since the mass of the bombs need hardly be increased even

though their yields can be made considerably greater. Thus with, say,

20 tons for the vehicle the mass ratio will be more favorable.

3. Assuming -l second intervals between explosions, the total

duration of the process will be less than 100 seconds, and the result-

ing loss of velocity due to the earthts gravitational pull will not ex-

5 -1teed 10 cm sec . Thus the velocity Vf of Section 2 should be taken

as the actual desired final velocity plus 105. This explains our use

of Vf =

4*

and must

1.2 x 106= 1.1 x

The accelerations

be rather uniform

6 610 +.1X1O.

inevitable. The question of

of the order of

over the entire

under such accelerations has

accelerations is believed to

the necessary

10,000g are

structure or

strength for

certainly large,

breakage is

our structure

not been studied. Shock heating in these

be small.
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5. The problem of predetonation of remaining bombs by neutron

flux from previously exploded ones must be considered. Strong source

bombs and suitable shielding should overcome this difficulty. One

should also consider the heating of the vehicle by neutrons and ?-rays.

Solid angle considerations insure that this effect will be small.

6. The propellant could be made of a solid material fabricated in

N sheetfJwhich are placed at the bottom of the projectile. They are de-

tached one by one and expelled

separated by very thin ceramic

at the bottom of the structure

to the desired distance. They could be

layers. The placing of the propellant

has the advantage that the problem of

heating of the permanent structure is attenuated. After each explosion

only a small fraction of the next sheet of the propellant would be lost

by evaporation and melting.

7. The problem of heatingby the propellant and the possible

avoidance of this difficulty by the use of magnetic fields have yet

be studied and will be reported in Part II as indicated previously.

to

8. The whole scheme presupposes elevation of the entire structure

beyond the earth~s atmosphere by a chemical booster rocket. On the

other hand, for the first few explosions we could use air as the pro-

pellant with a resultant gain in our mass ratio and with smaller ac-

celerations.

9. We have assumed that the expansion of the thin propellant

layer will be essentially perpendicular to its disk surfaces. The
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losses due to sidewise expansion

treated summarily by halving the

base of the projectile.

beyoti the base of the rocket were

momentum imparted each time to the

10. The problem of stability has not been seriously studied. The

saucer must be so designed that the “center of push” is ahead of the

center of mass. Since the immediate impact is at the base of the rocket,

stability will probably be a major problem.

11.. At little additional cost in mass a V-2 or Viking type of

vehicle could be carried as part of the payload and

tisoned after the escape velocity is attained. The

could then proceed under its own power with greater

trajectory.

12. The position of the propellant provides a

the saucer jet-

standard rocket

control over its

given momentum with

larger mass and smaller velocity than would be the case if the same mass

of propellant surrounded the bomb, where solid angle losses are con-

siderable. Moreover, it is presumably

pellant mass to the

One could even

smaller distance.

consider iterating

easier to eject the heavy pro-

this scheme by providing a pro-

pellant in two parts at distances of, say, 10 and 20

rocket, thus increasing the contribute

‘E
to the velocity d. ~~~~~$\~Q

meters from the

decreasing that of

.

-22-
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